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Dealing With Electrical Receptacles in Italy
by Sandro Cuccia

As you tour the world while using your laptops, smartphones, chargers, and other 
electrical appliances, you need to know how to convert and adapt your appliances 
and electronic gear power connections for safe use outside the United States.
Let’s concentrate on the power requirements and receptacle situation in Italy. Why is 
it important that we do this? Because, in Italy and elsewhere, not only are the 
voltages different, the receptacles themselves are physically different. You need to 
adapt your equipment so that it’s useable in Italy. There are TWO kinds of 
“adaptations” that we’ll examine.
PART 1 – Electrical Power Requirements in Italy: Voltage Conversion
Electricity in Italy, as in the rest of Europe and even beyond, comes out of the wall 
receptacle at 220 volts and the current alternating at 50 cycles per second (Hz). In 
the U.S., electricity is delivered at 110 volts with the current alternating at 60 Hz.
Our 110V/50Hz equipment needs to be able to work at the higher voltage in Italy. 
This is easily done by utilizing a power transformer at the receptacle – a device that 
you provide and that you connect your gears power connections to. [See figure 1 on 
page 4]. This is technically a step-down transformer that converts the Italian  
220V/50Hz standard down to our required 110V/60Hz standard. Warning: If you 
connect a U.S.110-volt appliance directly to a 220V outlet, you will destroy the 
appliance and will possibly spend some time putting out a fire! 
But… is this power transformer needed for every electrical device we take with us to 
Italy?
Many years ago – before the age of electronics – we would have to travel with these 
often bulky transformers (even with miniaturization, they’re still bulky). I haven’t used 
one in years. That is because all modern electronic devices – laptops, smartphone 
chargers, etc. – are dual-voltage now. They safely switch automatically when a 
voltage change is detected. For these, there is no need to use voltage converters.
You must verify that a charger or other device is 110V-220V compatible by looking at 
the specifications in fine print located somewhere on the device - typically the actual 
power brick that you plug in. [See figure 2].
What you DO need a voltage converter for is for high-wattage, high-current (usually 
heat-generating) appliances like hair dryers, curling irons, hot plates, coffee makers, 
and the like. Make sure to look at the specifications in the user manuals or printed 
on the converter/transformer to ascertain that its power rating meets or exceeds the 
power rating (wattage) of the single appliance you will use with it. Nowadays, you 
might discover that your modern appliance has a built-in manual voltage switch, so 
check your manual. Also, for things like hair dryers, don’t forget that your hotel most 
likely has one available for you right there in your room! And, leave the coffee pot at 
home!
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PART 2 – Electrical Plug Adapters
For electronics – which covers just about everything we travel with – all you need 
are plug adapters. [See figure 3]. We’ve seen that our devices’ internal voltage 
switching precludes the use of a transformer.
These inexpensive little adapters allow you to plug in the standard U.S. 2-prong 
plug into typical Italian receptacles. As I will show you, if you have devices that use 
grounded 3-prong plugs, you will need a different adapter that will accommodate 
your 3-prong plug to work with Italian receptacles. [See figure 4]. These are a bit 
more expensive, but I generally use these exclusively for everything – both 2- and 
3-prong plugs – just to keep things simple.
The photo in figure 5 shows a normal Italian power socket. Notice there are three 
holes – the center one being for ground, if needed. The most common connection 
that you will use for your American 2-prong (flat prongs) plugs is the Italian 2-prong 
(round prongs) adapter [figure 3]. Having two prongs means that this adapter is 
ungrounded. This is fine for devices which are insulated (having a plastic body, for 
instance) – probably most of your devices. You should get a handful of these 
inexpensive adapters for you and your traveling partners. You shouldn’t have to 
spend more than a dollar or two for these. For an additional cost some adapters of 
this type have one or more USB ports, (not shown) meaning you can use them to 
charge cell phones, tablets and digital cameras via USB.
You may see adapters with three prongs in a row [figure 6] that would pair neatly 
with the three-hole receptacles you see in Italy. Don’t worry about these as they are 
used for appliances that are sold in Italy. I don’t bother with these. 
I only travel with a bunch of 2-prong adapters [the ones in figure 4]. The standard 3-
hole receptacles are made to accommodate these as well – just as American 3-hole 
receptacles can accommodate the ubiquitous American 2-prong plugs. Another 
reason to take 2-prong, as opposed to 3-prong adapters is because most, but 
definitely not all, Italian receptacles have the three holes — so don't risk it, and stick 
with the 2-prong adapters.
It’s important to note that modern construction in Italy uses the aforementioned  
standard 3-hole receptacles, but older homes and hotels may still use outdated  
2-hole receptacles (not shown). So, if you only have the 3-prong adapters, you are 
out of luck! 2-prong adapters is the way to go!
There’s one other type of receptacle you are likely to see in a hotel room or private 
home. It’s an odd-looking deep, large round receptacle with two or three holes.  
[See figure 7].  These are often used for heavier electrical requirements, but in 
almost all cases, your 2-prong adapter will work fine in these as well.
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Finally, a word about multi-outlet power strips…
Be careful not to pack the same power strips you use at home. Almost all of these 
are rated at 110 volts and therefore not compatible and dangerous for use in Italy. I 
always take a small power strip to Italy since I find that power receptacles in Italian 
homes and hotel rooms are few and far between, and I always schlep a lot of 
electronic gear with me. 
I recommend you carry a compact dual-voltage power strip intended for 
international travel. [Shown just below]. Again, be sure to check the specifications. 
You can plug your devices directly into the power strip receptacles, and then use an 
appropriate plug adapter to plug the power strip into the wall receptacle. 
Remember, a standard power strip is NOT a power converter so don’t go plugging 
in your hair dryers and pizza ovens into it!!

Finally, as alluded to earlier, the plug adapter I like to use and carry multiples of, are 
the slightly bulkier adapters [figure 4] that can also accept the U.S. 3-prong 
grounded plugs used typically for larger electronics, such as laptop power bricks. Of 
course, you can plug in 2-prong plugs into these adapters as well. Also, I have 
found that the smaller 2-prong adapters [figure 3], when used with my larger, 
heavier power bricks – say for an iPad or laptop – make for a flimsy physical 
connections that may disconnect when least expected simply due to gravity. The 
larger one that can accommodate my 2- or 3-prong plugs is more stable. So again, I 
highly recommend the ones shown in figure 4.
In conclusion, at the end of the day, if you forget to take your adapters with you on 
your Italian holiday, it’s not the end of the world. You can find these – albeit a tad 
more expensive – in shops in Italy, like at airports or the ubiquitous Tabacchi 
stores. I have noticed that most hotels also maintain a supply of these for their 
guests to borrow or purchase.

Buon Viaggio! 
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Figure 1 
Step-down 

Transformer

Figure 2 – Typical specifications printed on 
power devices. This one will work with both 

110V and 220V receptacles

Figure 5 
Typical 3-hole wall Figure 3 

Two-prong 
plug adapter

Figure 4 
Three-to-Two-prong 

plug adapter

Figure 6 
Three-prong adapter fits 

into a 3-hole receptacle but  
not a 2-hole receptacle

Figure 7 
A heavier-duty large 

circular receptacle. This is 
compatible with standard  

2-prong adapters.
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